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Abstract:

Cooperative relays have been used in many wireless applications to reduce transmit power and add receiver diversity. We start with an energy analysis of a point-to-point link, including both analog and digital electronics' energy consumption. We then extend this to analyse the energy efficiency trade-offs of a single-relay system using either amplify-and-forward (AF) or decode-and-forward (DF) strategies. We propose an energy model that consists of relative power allocation, relay location, spectral efficiency, data rate, transmission distance, and target error rate as parameters. The goal is then to optimize the location of the relay and power allocations to minimize the total energy consumption. The optimum location for an AF system can be found independently of the modulation scheme, although the optimum location for a DF system is dependent on the modulation scheme. We verify our analytic results through numerical simulation and show optimal system configurations as a function of distance. Time permitting, we will show interesting results from extending the analysis to a dual-relay (three-hop) system and compare the energy efficiency of direct transmission, single-relay and dual-relay systems versus distance.
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